
Seoul & Jeju

Seoul is a bustling metropolis, acting as the hub for political, economical, social and cultural 

matters. The Hangang River, which runs through the center of the city, divides Seoul into the 

culture and history-oriented northern region, and the business

Jeju Island is the largest volcanic island in Korea. Officially called Jeju Special Self

Province, this premier tourist destination boasts mild weather, as well as scenic beauties of 

beaches, waterfalls, cliffs and caves.

with a largely diverse species of flora and fauna, Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak with breathtaking 

views, and Manjanggul Cave, the world

UNESCO World Natural Heritage.

 

Day 01: Arrival at Seoul  

Arrival at Airport, pick up & transfer to the hotel. Overnight at Seoul. 

 
Day 02: Seoul City Tour  

After breakfast visit Gyeongbokgung Palace

remains the largest of all five palaces.

Gyeongbokgung Palace, it presents over 4,000 historical artifacts that were used in the daily 

lives of ordinary Korean people.

Jogyesa Temple, center of Zen Budd

Tapgol Park also known as Pagoda Park located on the former site of Weongaksa Temple 

from the Joseon Era, is the first modern park to be built in Seoul.

Enjoy some shopping in Insadong Market

 

Day 03: Seoul City Tour   

Morning after breakfast at Hotel visit 

Hanbok wearing), Namsangol Hanok Village

in the Namsan Valley", N Seoul Tower,

(243m). The observatory offers panoramic views of Seoul and the surrounding areas.

Exploring  Korea 
eoul & Jeju 06 NIGHTS / 07 DAYS 

 

is a bustling metropolis, acting as the hub for political, economical, social and cultural 

matters. The Hangang River, which runs through the center of the city, divides Seoul into the 

northern region, and the business-oriented southern region.

is the largest volcanic island in Korea. Officially called Jeju Special Self

Province, this premier tourist destination boasts mild weather, as well as scenic beauties of 

beaches, waterfalls, cliffs and caves.Some of the top tourist sites include Hallasan National Park 

with a largely diverse species of flora and fauna, Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak with breathtaking 

views, and Manjanggul Cave, the world’s longest lava tube that has been registered as a 

l Heritage. 

Arrival at Airport, pick up & transfer to the hotel. Overnight at Seoul.  

 

Gyeongbokgung Palace which is arguably the most beautiful, and 

remains the largest of all five palaces.  National Folk Museum, Located inside 

presents over 4,000 historical artifacts that were used in the daily 

lives of ordinary Korean people.  

center of Zen Buddhism in Korea. Pass by the Presidential Blue House, 

also known as Pagoda Park located on the former site of Weongaksa Temple 

from the Joseon Era, is the first modern park to be built in Seoul.  

Insadong Market, Back to hotel for Overnight stay. 

Morning after breakfast at Hotel visit Visit Kimchi School (experience Kimchi

Hanok Village also known as "A Village of Traditional Houses 

N Seoul Tower, the 236.7 meter tower sits atop Namsan

(243m). The observatory offers panoramic views of Seoul and the surrounding areas.

is a bustling metropolis, acting as the hub for political, economical, social and cultural 

matters. The Hangang River, which runs through the center of the city, divides Seoul into the 

oriented southern region. 

is the largest volcanic island in Korea. Officially called Jeju Special Self-Governing 

Province, this premier tourist destination boasts mild weather, as well as scenic beauties of 

f the top tourist sites include Hallasan National Park 

with a largely diverse species of flora and fauna, Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak with breathtaking 

s longest lava tube that has been registered as a 

 

beautiful, and 

Located inside 

presents over 4,000 historical artifacts that were used in the daily 

ass by the Presidential Blue House,  

also known as Pagoda Park located on the former site of Weongaksa Temple 

 

(experience Kimchi making + 

also known as "A Village of Traditional Houses 

he 236.7 meter tower sits atop Namsan Mountain 

(243m). The observatory offers panoramic views of Seoul and the surrounding areas.  



Myeongdong Fashion Street one of the busiest places in seoul

premier shopping destinations, over 1 million shoppers pass through this area each and 

every day. Overnight in Seoul.  

 

Day 04: Seoul - Jeju  

Catch morning flight to Jeju (flight not included in the cost).
Rock (Dragon Head Rock) created by strong winds and waves over thousands of years
Admire the majestic rock formations and deep
Geumneung Beach, Hallim Park

faces the pleasant scenery of Biyangdo Island, Hyeopjae Beach and Geumneung Beach.
Overnight at Jeju.  

 
 

Day 05: Jeju Sightseeing 

Morning after breakfast visit Yakcheonsa Temple

East and serves 30 thousand budda statues in it.,

God', consists of 3 sections.  

Sanbanggulsa cave, The 5m-high rock cave at the cliff on the southwest side of the 

mountain was originally called Sanbanggul Cave, but it is called a temple now because it 

possesses a Buddhist statue. Spirited garden

the world,” Overnight at Jeju.  

 

Day 06: Jeju Sightseeing  

Morning after breakfast proceed for the sightseeing, 

Heritage designated by UNESCO

Island, in harmony with seashore made up of grotesque cliffs and dark 

Seongeup Folk Village, renowned for perfectly preserving Korean traditions

Falls is the only waterfall in Asia to fall directly into the ocean,

Pond), Evening back to the hotel for overnight stay.

 

Day 07: Jeju – Seoul  

Morning after breakfast checkout from the hote

international flight from there. 

one of the busiest places in seoul and is among Korea’s 

premier shopping destinations, over 1 million shoppers pass through this area each and 

 

(flight not included in the cost). Arrival & head out to 
created by strong winds and waves over thousands of years

Admire the majestic rock formations and deep-blue waters, continue to 
Hallim Park, one of the most popular tourist spots on Jeju Island, it 

faces the pleasant scenery of Biyangdo Island, Hyeopjae Beach and Geumneung Beach.

  

Yakcheonsa Temple which is the greatest and largest in the 

East and serves 30 thousand budda statues in it., Cheonjeyeon Falls named 'The pond of 

high rock cave at the cliff on the southwest side of the 

mountain was originally called Sanbanggul Cave, but it is called a temple now because it 

pirited garden listed as one of “the most beautiful gardens in 

 

Morning after breakfast proceed for the sightseeing, visit Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak

Heritage designated by UNESCO, Seopjikoji – One of the most mysterious sights in Jeju 

Island, in harmony with seashore made up of grotesque cliffs and dark Blue Ocean

, renowned for perfectly preserving Korean traditions, 

Asia to fall directly into the ocean, Cheonjiyeon Falls

Evening back to the hotel for overnight stay.  

Morning after breakfast checkout from the hotel & fly back to Seoul to catch 

international flight from there.  

and is among Korea’s 

premier shopping destinations, over 1 million shoppers pass through this area each and 

head out to Yongduam 

created by strong winds and waves over thousands of years 
continue to Hyeopjae / 

one of the most popular tourist spots on Jeju Island, it 
faces the pleasant scenery of Biyangdo Island, Hyeopjae Beach and Geumneung Beach. 

 

which is the greatest and largest in the 

named 'The pond of 

high rock cave at the cliff on the southwest side of the 

mountain was originally called Sanbanggul Cave, but it is called a temple now because it 

listed as one of “the most beautiful gardens in 

Seongsan Ilchulbong Peak, World 

One of the most mysterious sights in Jeju 

Blue Ocean,  

, Jeongbang 

Cheonjiyeon Falls (God’s 

l & fly back to Seoul to catch your 



COME HOME WITH WONDERFUL MEMORIES OF THE TOUR!!! 

 

 

Inclusions:- 

 

• Airport-Hotel-Airport transfers  

• 06 nights’ accommodation on Twin sharing basis in 3 Star / 4 star Hotel 

• Daily breakfast at the hotel 

• 01 dinner on the day of arrival  

• Sightseeing tour as per the itinerary  

• Local guide service during sightseeing   

• All airport and hotel Taxes 

 


